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Authors such as David Weinberger have prominently noted the classification advantages of 
the digital world (14) over the physical world. Weinberger has pointed specifically to the system 
developed at Amazon.com (59) as a symbol of how to forge a kind of order out of disorder in the 
digital age. Amazon has proven that even when the many different types of content in a system 
evidently share no commonalities with one another, it is possible to create a coherent 
classification around that content. Yet - despite this clear evidence of a digital medium giving 
orderly form to its disorderly content - the message seems to have not yet reached TV land. If 
only the powers that be in the realm of television applied Amazon-like principles to their own 
medium, all players involved in the television industry would stand to benefit financially.
Merely a glance at one’s TV guide channel will reveal that television is currently resting on a 
commitment to randomness. Developers of the TV guide channel seem to have been content to 
simply marry form with content - that is the say, no significant attempts have been made to 
counteract the randomness that is inherent in its content. Although the TV industry insiders 
likely have their internal reasoning for it, the logic behind SportsCentre being on channel two and 
ABC being on channel sixteen, for instance, is not so apparent to viewers. Occasionally, one will 
find a kind of obvious logic in the channel clusters, such as channels sixty to sixty-four all 
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organized channels become lost in an abyss of disorganization. 
The social assumption here is that those who watch television have become content with 
disorder and randomness - they are stereotypical couch potatoes not concerned with having a 
rational system. The perspective here is that when they tune into television, they are 
psychologically tuning out and therefore not concerned with structure. They are happy to just 
“surf” the channels mindlessly, so why bother to create a coherent channel structure? It is 
simply not necessary with this kind of target audience. In a September 14th ‘09 lecture, 
University of Toronto professor Jens-Erik Mai referred to a similar phenomenon - the Borges 
animal classification versus the popular animal classification. (Mai) “Which classification is 
better?” he asked. The brazen arbitrariness of the Borges system might compel one to answer 
that, clearly, the rational kingdom/phylum/class/order/etc. pyramid makes more sense. But not 
necessarily, as we have just been disciplined to accept the pyramid-style classification; (ibid.) we 
could have just as easily been disciplined to accept the Borges one. In the case of TV viewers, the 
opposite seems to have occurred - they have been disciplined into accepting a system that 
appears to not have much of a basis in rationality, unlike the pyramid-style classification. 
Nevertheless, viewers have just gotten used to this arbitrary, messy style of television 
classification. In a way, then, it does make sense - for them. But from the perspective of a non-
TV viewer, it would likely seem illogical. 
Although some do, many channels share no unifying theme whatsoever - ABC, for example, 
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same network. An attempt, then, to organize the world of television based on topic - such as 
Dewey did at least semi-successfully with his system (Weinberger 55) - would surely be futile. 
But the same can be said of Amazon, whose creators have made an attempt at the topic-based 
Dewey system but found it to be woefully inadequate. As Amazon director Greg Hart says, the 
topic-based system in a digital world would be so voluminous that “you’d never find what 
you’re looking for.” (Weinberger 59) However, this truth did not discourage those at Amazon 
from devising a viable alternative - the user-based system. Here, a coherent classification system 
is able to emerge through “planned serendipity” (Weinberger 59) where users organize content 
for other users by openly sharing data about their purchases. The assumption behind Amazon’s 
system is explained by Weinberger:
“... (Amazon) works on the assumption that if a group of people bought book A and also 
bought book B, others who bought A might also be interested in B.” (59)
This means of classification works toward achieving Amazon’s end goal: to sell more books. 
(Weinberger 62) This same rationale could theoretically be applied to the digital medium of 
television. If the developers of TV guide channels were to change their classification commitment 
to that of building an orderly form around its disorderly content instead of merely accepting the 
chaos inherent in the channels, then - as in the case of Amazon - more money will be gained. 
Nielsen ratings generally determine how much money a network makes, (Nielsen) as increased 
viewership brings in advertising dollars. TV land would therefore stand to benefit financially if it 
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watch channel B, others who watch channel A might also be interested in B.” (Weinberger 59) By 
somehow developing a system to recommend to watchers of a channel what else watchers of the 
same channel have been watching, then that watcher might very well tune into a recommended 
channel that they weren’t previously aware of - thereby watching more television in the long run 
and benefitting those in TV land. This system would in fact benefit even those channels that 
aren’t being frequently recommended to viewers, as even if the viewers aren’t watching their 
channel - at least they’re watching television, thereby supporting the medium itself. 
The TV guide channel appears to rest happily on a commitment to reflecting how things are 
in the social world rather than attempting to better them. Perhaps this isn’t surprising in the 
profit-driven world of TV land, or any industry for that matter. Bowker and Star sum up 
anthropologist Mary Douglas’s view on this: “For her, classification systems of all types are at 
base social institutions that reflect and describe the way things are in the social world.” (61) The 
arbitrariness of the TV classification system, then, is merely a reflection of its audience. These 
people are generally feeling lazy and inattentive when sitting down to watch TV - even if there 
were a more coherent channel structure, they would likely not pay attention to it.   
But let us instead imagine a world of television in which its creators are driven toward acting 
against the mindset of their target audience rather than merely reflecting it as they are now. Lazy 
TV viewers are currently content with a disorderly, unstructured television experience because 
they themselves are usually feeling content to just randomly flip through channels. But if TV 
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mindset of their viewers. Surprisingly, this sort of change may only serve to strengthen 
viewership. TV viewers can still be lazy, but now instead of randomly channel surfing they will 
have more of a structure laid out for them. Now viewers will have to do even less work than 
before in finding something to watch, as it will always be clear where a particular kind of 
programming is playing. For instance, channels could instead be clustered into categories - the 
first ten perhaps being channels that involve sports-related programming, the next ten sitcom-
related programming, and so on. But what if those channels also have shows that are not sports- 
or sitcom-related? Just as Amazon.com did (Weinberger 59) - taking advantage of the digital 
nature of its system - the TV guide could duplicate the display of a channel potentially hundreds 
of times, placing it in as many categories as appropriate. Currently, the TV guide channel does 
not do this because it seems - like Yahoo - they have cautiously decided not to tread too far 
outside the realm of the physical by “adding the shelf back:”
“Yahoo, faced with the possibility that they could organize things with no physical 
constraints, added the shelf back. They couldn't imagine organization without the constraints of 
the shelf, so they added it back. ...Yahoo decided to privilege one way of organizing links over all 
others, because they wanted to make assertions about what is ‘real.’” (Shirky)
Having the courage to take the shelf away, however, would open up a world of classification 
design possibilities. The TV guide channel should take a page out of Google’s book and 
acknowledge that “there is no shelf.” (ibid.) However, the advantage that the TV people have 
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track of. No matter how efficient the company, nobody is going to keep classification tabs on 
every webpage in cyberspace. While the TV people certainly have a vast number of channels and 
shows to categorize, it pales in comparison to Google’s webpage amount. Google counteracted 
this by implementing a search- rather than browse-based infrastructure. (ibid.) But a more 
efficient and well-categorized TV guide channel could be based on a browse infrastructure and 
still succeed where Yahoo failed since it is dealing with a much smaller number of elements.
Perhaps a good reason for the messiness of the TV channel landscape is that the 
organization of these channels is not being designed at all with users in mind, much like in the 
case of profit-driven companies creating propriety software:
“In an ideal world, software would be created to fulfill user needs, and would be designed to 
be maximally usable. However, real software gets created for somewhat different aims, 
sometimes in line with these user needs, sometimes less so. Proprietary software is created to 
make money for its authors.” (Pargman 192) 
One can envision television networks warring over the right to own channel seventeen in as 
many territories as possible because it has been found that viewers usually aimlessly wander 
toward the middle of the dial when they are not sure what they want to watch. This kind of 
monetary motivation behind the channel structure certainly does not help in developing a 
coherent classification scheme. And if a commodity protocol (ibid.) were developed in place of a 
proprietary standard for television, one can count on the networks to do everything in their 
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their interest-specific territory as quickly as possible. It seems, then, that developing a long-term 
solution for television classification might require changing the thought processes of network 
executives from concerned with greed to concerned with the greater good - a dubious challenge 
indeed. Imagining that the executives’ commitments were alterable, though, leads one to thoughts 
of a democratic television landscape that is at least a little less capitalistic than before. Sure, a 
show’s survival will still depend on how many viewers actually watch it. But rather than that 
show’s ratings success perhaps being based largely on channel placement, it may now certainly 
be based primarily on content.
Through the incorporation of such digital era ideas as user-based recommendations 
(Weinberger 59) and eliminating the shelf, (Shirky) TV creators could develop a more financially 
lucrative system while actually producing a coherent classification structure. Rather than catering 
to their viewers’ aimless thought processes, TV creators would stand to gain from creating a 
more logical system. Everyone involved in the television industry will benefit from a more 
rationally structured channel system because it will ultimately lead to increased viewership. 
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